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Droplet size distribution 
a b s t r a c t 
This paper presents a sectional Eulerian aerosol model for size-dependent droplet deposition at walls of 
the domain, driven by both diffusion and inertia. The model is based on the internally mixed assumption 
and employs the formulation for compressible aerosols. It is validated in a bent pipe geometry against 
models and experimental and numerical data from literature. Good agreement is found in both the diffu- 
sion and inertial deposition regimes. To improve the overprediction of inertial deposition by a boundary 
treatment that adopts zero-gradient droplet wall velocity, we use a corrected wall velocity, based on an 
analytical solution of the droplet motion near the wall. In the bent pipe setting the corrected wall velocity 
is found to reduce the overprediction of deposition and is less sensitive to grid reﬁnement. We also show 
that reﬁning the computational mesh near the pipe wall improves the predicted deposition eﬃciency, 
signiﬁcantly. Finally, we present a parameter study varying the Reynolds number and the bend curvature. 
The deposition eﬃciency curve is recorded for droplet diameters ranging from the nanometer scale to 
beyond the micrometer scale, which is a unique contribution of this paper. The complete size range is 
simulated in only one simulation, due to the sectional approach. In the diffusion-dominated regime an 
increase in Reynolds number leads to a gradual enhancement of deposition. In the inertial regime, where 
droplet drift dominates deposition, a much stronger dependence on the Reynolds number is found. The 
dependence of the deposition on the bend curvature is less pronounced. The results shown in this paper 
establish the role of Eulerian simulation in predicting deposition of aerosol droplets and are useful for 
understanding size-dependent aerosol deposition in other more complex conﬁned geometries. 
© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 


























Two of the main mechanisms of aerosol deposition are iner-
ial impaction and diffusion [1] . Both processes are strongly size
ependent; small aerosol droplets deposit due to high diffusivity,
arge droplets due to large momentum and intermediately-sized
roplets deposit more scarcely. In a setting where the Reynolds
umber is suﬃciently high so that gravitational settling becomes
egligible, this leads to the well-known deposition eﬃciency curve
hich has a characteristic ‘V’ shape. This was observed in many
inds of geometry that involve aerosol deposition, e.g., in respira-
ory ﬂow [2–4] or ﬂow around an object [5,6] . The exact shape∗ Corresponding author. 





045-7930/© 2017 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article uf this deposition curve characterizes the ﬁltration eﬃciency of an
bject or geometry, and is very useful for understanding aerosol
eposition. 
A common way to study aerosol deposition is to consider
erosol ﬂow through a bent pipe. The bent pipe geometry offers
 simple setting in which the mechanisms behind aerosol depo-
ition can be systematically studied. In fact, the bent pipe can be
sed as a highly idealized mouth–throat model to emulate aerosol
roplet deposition in the human airways, see [7] . By studying the
ent pipe a qualitative impression can be formed of both the ﬂow
nd aerosol deposition patterns. 
The bent pipe problem has been studied by many authors and
herefore offers a reliable and well-understood point of reference.
arlier theoretical works studied particle trajectories in the bent
ipe given an approximate ﬂow ﬁeld [8–10] . More recently, manynder the CC BY-NC-ND license. ( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
























































































































ρ  authors have published CFD simulations of particle deposition in
bends using Lagrangian (e.g., [11–14] ) or Eulerian methods (e.g.,
[15–20] ). Others have studied aerosol deposition in pipe bends
experimentally, e.g., [7,12,21,22] . The seminal work of Pui et al.
[21] is key in the literature concerning bent pipe aerosol deposi-
tion eﬃciency and a clear source for validation. For example, Pilou
et al. [15] found good agreement for Reynolds numbers Re = 100
and Re = 10 0 0 and Vasquez et al. [20] found good agreement for
Re = 10 0 0 while an overprediction of the deposition eﬃciency for
Re = 100 was observed. 
Most bent pipe studies focused on the ‘inertial deposition
regime’, looking at aerosol droplets or particles with a Stokes num-
ber typically larger than 0.01. For these droplets it is their inertia
that leads to a collision with a geometry wall. However, as noted
before, suﬃciently small droplets may also deposit by diffusion.
In fact, in many applications the aerosol droplet size is such that
droplet diffusion and inertia are two important effects, e.g., see
[2,23,24] . In this paper, we consider aerosol deposition in a bent
pipe for droplet sizes ranging from the nanometer scale to beyond
the micrometer scale. 
Recently, we developed an Eulerian, sectional, internally-mixed
aerosol model [25,26] capable of predicting the evolution of
the droplet size distribution undergoing nucleation, condensation,
evaporation and coagulation. We formulated a compressible model
in which the mixture density is constituted by a number of chem-
ical species, either present as vapor or in the form of liquid
droplets. Building on that foundation, in this paper we extend this
model to include droplet drift, diffusion and wall deposition. The
main objective of this paper is to present the model and to vali-
date our Eulerian approach against data from literature, in both the
diffusion and the inertial regime. Moreover, we study how predic-
tions depend on the chosen grid and boundary treatment for the
droplet velocity. 
The sectional Eulerian model retains a compressible formula-
tion in which the mixture density is composed of both vapors and
liquids, mitigating a passive scalar approach as is done in many
other works, e.g., [15,23] . This couples the aerosol processes, such
as droplet drift and diffusion but also nucleation and condensation
(see [25,26] ) to the transport equations for mass, momentum and
energy. This may be relevant in cases where mixture compress-
ibility is important, or where temperature changes are large. How-
ever, also in systems not exhibiting these features the compressible
ﬂuid framework is beneﬁcial for obtaining general and accurate
models as reliable constitutive relations can be formulated explic-
itly. In combination with a pressure-based approach [27] this com-
bines consistency in the physical model with computational eﬃ-
ciency. We develop a scheme which, by construction, implements
two constraint equations ensuring (1) that species mass fractions
always add up to unity and (2) that the ﬁrst moment of the size
distribution is also reﬂected in the liquid mass concentration solu-
tion. 
For large droplets we compare the predictions of our model
against aforementioned experimental and numerical bent pipe
studies. For small droplets we compare against the analytical
straight pipe diffusional deposition model of Ingham [28] . In both
regimes we ﬁnd good agreement, provided suﬃcient spatial reso-
lution of the solution is adopted. 
In this paper we present a detailed numerical study of our
model for droplet diffusion, drift and subsequent deposition. We
study the two cases presented by Pui et al. [21] , for Reynolds num-
ber Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 , on ﬁve different meshes in which
we compare results obtained with or without grid reﬁnement near
the wall. We use two boundary treatments for the droplet velocity
at the wall, i.e., a ‘zero-gradient’ boundary condition, keeping the
droplet velocity from cell center to the wall constant, and a cor-
rected boundary condition as proposed in [23] , employing the an-lytical solution of the droplet equation of motion near the wall in
 linearized ﬂow ﬁeld. The corrected boundary condition is shown
o decrease the overestimation of the deposition eﬃciency, and
enerally is less resolution sensitive. We show that the wall grid-
eﬁned meshes improve the predictions of the deposition curve
igniﬁcantly. We also present a parameter study for the depen-
ence of the deposition eﬃciency on the Reynolds number and
he bend curvature. An enhancement of both diffusion and iner-
ial deposition is shown for increasing Reynolds number whereas
he dependence on the bend curvature is small. 
In the model validation presented in this paper, we consider
erosol deposition in a bent pipe for droplet sizes ranging from
he nanometer scale to beyond the micrometer scale. This enor-
ous size-range is the unique feature of our model: within one
ormulation the corresponding deposition eﬃciency curve span-
ing the complete size domain is predicted. Moreover, the sec-
ional formulation spanning many decades in droplet sizes allows
or a straight-forward extension to include aerosol processes such
s nucleation, condensation, evaporation and coagulation or break-
p, as was done before (see [25,26,29] ). The combination of these
apabilities forms a unique and quite complete aerosol model. 
The layout of this paper is as follows. In Section 2 we will,
tarting from the equation of motion for the droplet size distri-
ution, construct a set of equations describing a compressible ‘in-
ernally mixed’ [30] multi-species aerosol in an Eulerian way, in-
luding a new drift ﬂux term. Next, in Section 3 , we will adopt a
nite volume method and discretize the transport equations ac-
ordingly. Again, special attention is paid to retaining the con-
istency among the equations, also in their discrete forms. Two
oundary treatments for the droplet velocity at the wall are dis-
ussed. In Section 4.1 we present the bend pipe geometry and
n Section 4.2 the ﬂuid velocity solution is validated against data
rom [15] . Next, in Section 4.3 the grid sensitivity of the solution is
hown using both the corrected and uncorrected wall treatments.
e validate the inertial and diffusion regime of the deposition
urve in Sections 4.4 and 4.5 , respectively. Finally, in Section 4.6 we
resent a parameter study. 
. An internally mixed Eulerian aerosol model with droplet 
rift and diffusion 
In this section, we will discuss the ‘internally mixed’ multi-
pecies Eulerian model that we adopt for the description of the
volution of an aerosol mixture. Subsequently, we extend it to in-
orporate drift ﬂux and diffusion terms, based on a size-dependent
rift velocity and Brownian diffusivity. The considerations taken in
rriving at the drift ﬂux model will be discussed here. 
.1. Mass and droplet concentration transport equations 
Let us consider a volume in which we have N species, present
s vapor and liquid, where the liquid phase is contained in dis-
ersed droplets. With respect to the total mass in this volume, the
 th species has a mass fraction Y j present as vapor and Z j present
s liquid. By deﬁnition, we have 
 
j 
(Y j + Z j ) = 1 . (1)
apors are assumed to be ideal gases and liquids are assumed to
e incompressible. Using Amagat’s law [31] , the mixture density ρ
an be related to the species-speciﬁc vapor compressibility ratios,
pecies-speciﬁc liquid densities, pressure and temperature, giving
n equation of state in the form of 
= ψ(p, T ) p , (2)















































































































∂  ith ψ( p, T ) the ‘effective’ compressibility ratio. Following Frederix
t al. [26] , we introduce 
 















ith ψ  
j 
(T ) the vapor compressibility ratio and ρ 
j 
(T ) the liquid
ensity, both for j -species pure constituents of species j only. These
uantities are both temperature-dependent. Since (2) together with
3) is based on Amagat’s law it has the implication that volume is
n extensive quantity, meaning that the speciﬁc volumes are inde-
endent of mixture composition. 
For the evolution of the mixture density, assuming that droplets
nd vapors are moving with the same velocity u , the continuity
quation holds: 
 t ρ + ∇ · (ρu ) = 0 (4)
his can be expanded for all species in both phases, giving the
ransport equations for the j th species vapor and liquid mass con-
entrations: 
 t (ρY j ) + ∇ · (ρY j u ) = 0 (5a) 
 t (ρZ j ) + ∇ · (ρZ j u ) = 0 . (5b) 
Eq. (5b) provides information about the evolution of the liquid
ass concentration for each species, under the assumption that
he overall liquid motion is equal to the mixture motion, requir-
ng the liquid droplets to be suﬃciently small. We may readily re-
ax this assumption by incorporating the droplet size distribution
nstead. In fact, the liquid mass is present in the form of many
ispersed droplets, suggesting that the liquid phase may also be
escribed by the droplet size distribution n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t ), where s
s the mass of a droplet. This is useful for the description of pro-
esses that depend on the size of a droplet, such as droplet drift or
iffusion. For the evolution of the droplet size distribution, we in-
roduce the General Dynamic Equation (GDE), see [26,30] . Extend-
ng the model as given by (5) to include droplet motion that differs
rom the mixture motion, we replace the mixture velocity u in the
DE with the size-dependent droplet velocity v ( s ), which is writ-
en as 
 (s ) = u + u  (s ) , (6)
here u  ( s ) is the liquid drift velocity of an s -sized droplet with
espect to the motion of the carrier gas, u . The corresponding GDE
or n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t ) can be expressed as 
∂ t n (s, x , t)(s, x , t) + ∇ · (u (s, x , t)) + ∇ · (u  (s ) n (s, x , t)(s, x , t)) 
= ∇ · (D (s ) ∇n (s, x , t)(s, x , t)) , (7) 
here D (s ) is the droplet diffusivity, to be deﬁned momentarily.
q. (7) contains two convective ﬂuxes: one with respect to u and
 second one with respect to u  ( s ). The latter ﬂux term, as well
s the right-hand side diffusion term, expresses that droplets can
ove independently of the mixture. This extension requires to also
odify (5) to adequately reﬂect these additional dynamics. More-
ver, the continuity equation reﬂecting mass conservation must be
ugmented with an extra conservative divergence term incorporat-
ng the local appearance or removal of droplets by drift. We turn
o this task next. 
Let us ﬁrst consider the droplet size distribution for an inter-
ally mixed aerosol, as was discussed in [26] . The ﬁrst moment of
his size distribution is required to be equal to the total mass con-
entration of droplets, i.e., 
Z = 
∫ ∞ 
sn (s, x , t)(s, x , t) d s, (8)
0 here Z = ∑ j Z j . This equation implies that ρZ and n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t )
re mutually consistent and it allows us to relate the droplet drift
o the rate of change of the total droplet mass concentration. By
ultiplying (7) by s , and then taking the integral from 0 to ∞ in s ,
e ﬁnd 
 t (ρZ) + ∇ · (ρu Z) + ∇ · (Z −1 f Z) = 0 , (9)
here we have introduced the product Z −1 Z (which is unity) into
he drift divergence terms, for later use, and where 











s D (s ) ∇n (s, x , t)(s, x , t) d s (11b) 
The ﬂux f can be considered as the total ﬂux of liquid concen-
ration moving away from the mixture motion due to drift or dif-
usion. Recalling that Z = ∑ j Z j and introducing this in (9) , we can
xpand (9) in j -space as 
 t (ρZ j ) + ∇ · (ρu Z j ) + ∇ · (Z −1 f Z j ) = 0 , (12)
q. (12) is consistent with (9) . In the case of no drift and no dif-
usion, the third term of the left-hand side is zero and we recover
he original transport equation for Z j in which liquid is convected
y u only, Eq. (5b) . Satisfying separately (12) for each j automati-
ally satisﬁes (9) as well. The product Z −1 Z j as found in (12) can
e considered as the mass fraction of liquid species j with respect
o the total liquid mass concentration. Therefore, the ﬂux Z −1 f Z j in
12) can be interpreted as the total ﬂux of j-species liquid concen-
ration drifting away from the mixture. 
The transport equation of j -species liquid mass concentration,
q. (12) , is fully consistent with that of the size distribution,
q. (7) , imposed by the consistency relation (8) . We set out to for-
ulate a new augmented continuity equation, but for this we must
till consider the transport of vapor concentration, ρY j . From a
hysical point of view we assume that when droplets drift, the vol-
me they ‘vacate’ is replenished by a counterﬂow of vapor mixture
f equal volume. In this way, given our compressible mixture equa-
ion of state (2) and (3) which is based on the idea that volume is
n extensive quantity, pressure remains uniform. We now intro-
uce a compensating vapor drift term, to account for this counter-
ow. Without the explicit compensation of volume, the pressure
ould locally change due to droplet drift, which leads to a pres-
ure gradient-induced ﬂow in u . This would affect the complete
ixture. Let ρv denote the local mean vapor density and ρ the
ocal mean liquid density. Then the total vapor mass concentration
rift ﬂux, compensating for the droplet mass drift ﬂux, is given by
 = γ f , (13) 
ith γ = ρv /ρ , and the j -species-speciﬁc contribution is taken as
 
−1 h Y j , i.e., weighed with the relative contribution of species j to
he total local vapor mass, where Y = ∑ j Y j . Subtracting this com-
ensating ﬂux (it is in opposite direction relative to the liquid ﬂux)
rom the left-hand side of Eq. (5a) , we ﬁnd 
 t (ρY j ) + ∇ · (ρu Y j ) − ∇ · (Y −1 h Y j ) = 0 (14)
ince we have chosen to compensate the supply or removal of vol-
me as a result of droplet drift by an equal vapor mixture vol-
me, inevitably the local density will decrease when droplets are
oving away, because generally γ 1. This perturbation of density
hould be accounted for in the continuity equation, and in the cor-
esponding pressure equation. By adding (12) –(14) , and summing
ver j we ﬁnd: 
 t ρ + ∇ · (ρu ) + ∇ · [ f ( 1 − γ ) ] = 0 . (15)
























































































Z  When γ = 1 , the compensating vapor volume has the same mass
as the drifting droplets, leading to zero net mass change by drift.
Indeed, in that case the third term in Eq. (15) becomes zero, re-
ducing it to the usual continuity equation. 
To summarize, we now established a set of transport equations
for mass concentration, Eq. (15) , liquid and vapor species-speciﬁc
mass concentrations, Eqs. (12) and (14) , and for the droplet size
distribution, Eq. (7) , for the compressible Eulerian description of
a multi-species internally mixed aerosol. Consistency among these
equations is enforced by the mass fraction unity constraint, Eq. (1) ,
and the ﬁrst moment mass concentration constraint, Eq. (8) . 
2.2. Drift velocity model 
In the previous section we introduced the droplet velocity v ( s ),
Eq. (6) , differing from the mixture velocity u by a drift velocity.
We must formulate a model for the description of v ( s ), as a func-
tion of the droplet size. Generally, within the drift ﬂux framework
there are two popular choices to establish such a model. First, a
so-called local equilibrium approximation framework (see [6,32] )
may be adopted in which v ( s ) may be found using an algebraic re-
lation which stems from the droplet equation of motion in which
the acceleration of the droplet is assumed to be equal to the lo-
cal carrier ﬂuid acceleration. Second, we may apply the complete
equation of motion of a droplet retaining the acceleration of the
droplet. In this paper we adopt this ‘full model’. 
Following Manninen et al. [32] the motion of a single s -sized
droplet can, in a Lagrangian way, be described by Newton’s second
law of motion, i.e., 
z d t v = f D + f G , (16)
where we only include the drag force f D and the gravitational force
f G as the dominant contributions for droplets with γ 1 [33] . The
drag force can be written as [34] 
f D = −1 
2 
A d ρ
 C D | u  | u  , (17)
with cross-sectional droplet area A d and drag coeﬃcient C D . The
gravity force acting on the droplet is given by 
f G = (ρ − ρv ) V d g , (18)
with droplet volume V d and gravitational acceleration vector g . C D 
is a function of the droplet Reynolds number, given by 
Re d = 
dρv | u  | 
μ
, (19)
with droplet diameter d and vapor mixture viscosity μ. For suf-
ﬁciently low Re d (see [34] for more detail), C D takes the form of
Stokes drag, 
 D,St = 24 
Re d 
. (20)
Eq. (16) constitutes a partial differential equation (PDE) in the
Eulerian context. We may express the material time derivative as:
d t v = ∂ t v + (v · ∇) v . (21)
Under the assumption that Stokes drag applies, the PDE for v , given
a mass s and corresponding diameter d , becomes 
∂ t v + (v · ∇) v = − 1 
τ
(v − u ) + (1 − γ ) g , (22)
with the droplet relaxation time 
τ = ρ
 d 2 
18 μ
. (23)
Eq. (22) can be solved numerically for v . Note that v = v (s, x , t) ,
i.e., a Eulerian velocity ﬁeld expressing the time-, space- and size-
dependent droplet velocity. .3. The Stokes–Einstein model for Brownian diffusion 
The diffusive ﬂux f diff depends on the size-dependent diffusivity
 (s ) . This diffusivity also appears in the diffusion term in the GDE.
e adopt the Stokes–Einstein equation, providing a model for the
rownian diffusivity of a spherical body. It implies [1] 
 (s ) = k B T C c 
3 πμd 
, (24)
ith k B the Boltzmann constant, temperature T , Cunningham cor-
ection factor C c , mixture viscosity μ and droplet diameter d =
(s ) related to the droplet mass s as 
 = 1 
6 
ρ πd 3 . (25)
e compute the Cunningham correction factor, accounting for sur-
ace slip of small droplets, as [1] 
 c = 1 + λ
d 
[
2 . 34 + 1 . 05 exp 
(




ith λ the mean free path of the vapor mixture. For d λ this
unction becomes unity. For d λ, C c becomes proportional to d −1 ,
aking the diffusivity (24) increase quadratically as d becomes
maller. 
. A sectional method retaining mass fractions and liquid mass 
In the previous section, we motivated a set of equations for
he compressible Eulerian description of an internally mixed multi-
pecies aerosol. At the analytical level we showed that two con-
istency relations, one for the mass fractions (1) and one for the
rst moment of the droplet size distribution (8) , were satisﬁed. In
his section, we will introduce the sectional formulation to approx-
mate a solution for the set of equations. Furthermore, at the dis-
rete level we develop our method such that the two consistency
elations, (1) and (8) , are satisﬁed by construction. 
.1. The sectional formulation 
Following Frederix et al. [25] , we approximate the continuous
ize distribution function n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t ) by a sectional formula-
ion, in which droplets are divided in P so-called ‘sections’ labeled
y their size s i . Mathematically, n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t ) is represented by
 (s, x , t)(s, x , t) = ρ
∑ 
i 
M i δ(s − s i ) , (27)
here N i = ρM i is the total number of droplets per unit volume
aving size s i , i.e., 
M i = 
∫ y i +1 
y i 
n (s, x , t)(s, x , t) d s, (28)
here y i and y i +1 are the lower and upper boundary of section i .
he formulation (27) implies that, with δ(s − s i ) having as unit one
ver mass and ρM i number per unit volume, the size distribution
as unit number per unit mass per unit volume. 
By taking the integral over the interval [ y i , y i +1 ] of (7) , and us-
ng (28) , we ﬁnd 
 t (ρM i ) + ∇ · (ρu M i ) + ∇ · (ρu  i M i ) = 0 , (29)
here the drift velocity u  
i 
= u  (s i ) is only evaluated at s i due to
he Dirac delta function representation of n ( s , x , t )( s , x , t ) in (27) .




s i M i . (30)i 




































































































 .2. Finite volume discretization 
OpenFOAM ® offers a cell-centered collocated ﬁnite volume (FV)
ramework, in which we solve our system of equations. A detailed
nalysis of the integration of the Pressure-Implicit with Splitting
f Operators PISO method in OpenFOAMwas presented in [27] for
 two-moment description of an aerosol, and extended to a sec-
ional model in [26] . In this framework, next, we include aerosol
roplet drift. In the ﬁnite-volume method we consider a compu-
ational volume V with F faces, labeled by face index 1 ≤ f ≤ F and
 f the outward normal face vector with | A f | = A f , i.e., the surface
rea of face f . Integrating (29) over the volume V , we ﬁnd, approx-
mating ρM i as constant in V , 
 t (ρM i ) + D 
(




φ i, f M i, f 
)
= 0 , (31)
ith ﬂuxes 
φ f = (ρu ) f · A f , φdrift i, f = (ρu  i ) f · A f and 
diff
i, f = D i, f ∇ f (ρM i ) · A f (32) 
ith 
 
i, f = φdrift i, f − φdiffi, f (33) 
nd M i, f = (M i ) f , where ( · ) f denotes interpolation to the face f ,
hich we address momentarily. Also, in (32) there appears a term
 f ( ρM i ). This is the numerical representation of the gradient of
M i at face f . Note that this is generally different than ( ∇( ρM i )) f ,
.e., the gradient of ρM i computed at cell centers and only then









a f , (34) 
umming a f over the faces f enclosing V . What remains is the dis-
retization of the time derivative. We illustrate the remaining part
f the development of our method by adopting the notationally
ompact implicit Euler scheme. We stress, however, that our ap-
roach remains applicable to any other time discretization scheme.
sing the implicit Euler scheme, (31) may be time integrated from
iscrete time t m at time level m to t m +1 = t m + t at time level
 + 1 , as 
(ρM i ) 




φ f M i, f 
)m +1 −D (φ i, f M i, f )m +1 . (35) 
his equation can be solved using the compressible PISO algorithm,
s shown in [26,27] . The choice of interpolation scheme for the
omputation of M i, f is essential for the preservation of positivity of
 i . For example, the linear interpolation scheme is known to pro-
uce oscillations near sharp gradients; it is not monotonicity pre-
erving. The upwind scheme, on the other hand, takes M i, f equal
o M i coming from the upwind direction, where the upwind di-
ection is determined by the sign of the ﬂux. The upwind scheme
s TVD (Total Variation Diminishing). TVD schemes were shown to
ave the monotonicity property, i.e., the number of local extrema
n the solution does not increase and local minima are nondecreas-
ng and local maxima are nonincreasing [35] . This also means that
hen starting with a positive solution, a TVD scheme preserves
ositivity. 
Generally, a TVD scheme determines its interpolation weights
ased on a limiter function. This limiter, in turn, is a function of
he transported solution variable itself, as well as the face ﬂux. In
he case of (35) , both divergence terms may be easily combined
nto one ﬂux, φ f + φ i, f , on which the limiter can be based. For
ow, we leave the choice of interpolation scheme for M i, f undeter-
ined (this choice will be addressed in Section 3.4 ), but assume
hat an appropriate interpolation is used that guarantees positivity
f M m +1 
i 
. The set of P Eq. (35) forms the discrete counterpart of the
roplet size distribution transport Eq. (7) . While for (7) we then
nforced the analytical constraint (8) to ﬁnd the consistent trans-
ort equation for Z , we will now follow a similar route for the nu-
erical model starting from (35) , and applying the discrete coun-
erpart of (8) , i.e., condition (30) , to the transport equation for M i .
ultiplying (35) by s i and summing over i , we ﬁnd 




φ f Z f 
)m +1 −D (Z −1 
f 
φ f Z f 









i, f M i, f (37) 
y following the same steps as in Section 2 , but now at the dis-
rete level, we may guarantee that the ﬁrst moment consistency
elation as expressed by (8) also holds discretely. Following this
trategy, we expand (36) in j -space, which gives 
(ρZ j ) 




φ f Z j, f 
)m +1 −D (Z −1 
f 
φ f Z j, f 
)m +1 
. (38) 
o ensure that this equation is consistent with (36) in the sense
hat summing (38) over j yields (36) , we require that 
 f = 
∑ 
j 
Z j, f . (39) 
his relation has an important numerical consequence, i.e., it im-
lies that Z f must be computed from the individual Z j, f inter-
olants, and not by ﬁrst computing Z at cell centers and then in-
erpolating this to the faces. While at high spatial resolutions the
ifferences between j Z j, f and ( j Z j ) f may be small, we adhere to
he alternative deﬁnition of Z at the faces, following (39) . 
For convenience of implementation, we combine both convec-
ive terms in (38) into a single one, containing one ﬂux on which
he interpolation scheme can be based. This gives 
(ρZ j ) 




φ f + Z −1 f φ f 
]
Z j, f 
)m +1 
. (40) 
he term between square brackets on the right-hand side forms
he ﬂux with which Z j is transported at face f . At the level of im-




, which is undeﬁned for Z f → 0. For numerical stability, the fol-
owing form, where we multiply the ﬂux by Z f and divide Z j, f by
 f , improves this: 
(ρZ j ) 




φ f ˜  Z f + φ f 
] Z j, f 
Z f + 
)m +1 
, (41) 
here the term between the square brackets is the total ﬂux on
hich the interpolation scheme used for Z j, f and Z f is based. This
orm has three consequences: 
1. The number  is a very small number. In case of Z f = 0 as com-
puted according to (39) , the introduction of  prevents division
by zero. For Z f → 0, which, due to positivity, also implies that
Z j, f → 0 for all j , the term Z j, f / (Z f + ) also goes to zero; no
liquid is present and no liquid is convected. 
2. The convected scalar becomes Z −1 
f 
Z j, f , which is non-linear in Z j .
We compute it explicitly, based on the latest iterative solution
in the PISO algorithm, see [27] . 
3. Inside the ﬂux there appears a Z f which received an additional
tilde in its notation. The reason for this is that ˜ Z f inside the
ﬂux cannot be computed from a limiter interpolation scheme
which is based on the ﬂux, as this Z f is part of the ﬂux it-
self. We should therefore choose a different form for this Z f ,


















































































v = v (t ) n . (54) and therefore denote it as ˜ Z f , indicating this. Due to the ﬁrst
moment consistency relation (30) we can compute ˜ Z f as 
˜ Z f = 
∑ 
i 
s i M i, f , (42)
where each M i, f is computed by a TVD interpolation scheme. 
Eq. (41) is the discrete equivalent of (12) . By the same token,
we can discretize the Y j - Eq. (14) in an analogous way: 
(ρY j ) 




φ f ˜  Y f − γφ f 
] Y j, f 
Y f + 
)m +1 
, (43)
where, as before, we have introduced  for robustness. The term in
the square brackets in the right-hand side is identiﬁed as the ﬂux
with which Y j, f / Y f is convected. Also, we introduced ˜ Y f for which
we derive an expression next. 
Adding (41) and (43) to each other and summing the result over
j gives the discrete form of the continuity Eq. (15) , i.e., 






˜ Y f + ˜  Z f 
]




provided that when summing (43) over j we have ∑ 
j Y j, f 
Y f 
= 1 , (45)
which is analogous to (39) . After comparison of this discrete form
of the continuity equation with its exact counterpart, (15) , it be-
comes clear that we must require ˜ Y f + ˜ Z f = 1 . To guarantee this,
we compute ˜ Y f as 
˜ 
 f = 1 − ˜ Z f = 1 −
∑ 
i 
z i M i, f . (46)
The ﬁnal form of the discrete density equation becomes 




φ f + φ f [ 1 − γ ] 
)m +1 
. (47)
3.3. Deposition boundary treatment 
When we use a no-slip boundary condition for the mixture ve-
locity u then u is zero at the wall. The only two mechanisms al-
lowing for droplet deposition on such walls are then, see Eq. (7) , a
non-zero drift velocity u  ( s ), or a non-zero gradient of n ( s , x , t )
perpendicular to the wall, i.e., ∇n ( s , x , t ) ·n with n the general
wall normal. At the discrete level, this translates into saying that
φdrift 
i, f 
	 = 0 to enable inertial deposition or φdiff 
i, f 
	 = 0 to enable diffu-
sional deposition, with f a face at the wall, see Eq. (32) . We discuss
these contributions next. 
3.3.1. Inertial deposition 
First, we consider inertial deposition. We consider a computa-
tional volume V located next to a wall with cell center position x c 
and the face center at the wall located at x f , see Fig. 1 (left). The
cell-outward unit normal of the wall face f is deﬁned as 




and is shown in Fig. 1 (left). At the cell center we have a ﬂuid ve-
locity u and i th section droplet velocity v i = v (s i ) . For very small
droplets these two vectors become identical, and the drift veloc-
ity, i.e., u  
i 
= v i − u tends towards zero. Given the no-slip bound-
ary condition for u at the wall, the droplet velocity at x c , for very
small droplets, will also tend to zero as the computational grid is
reﬁned. We now assume that droplets maintain their velocity v i lose to the wall. This leads to the following uncorrected deposition
oundary condition : 
C (v i ) at the wall → 
{∇v i · n = 0 , if v i · n > 0 
v i = 0 , otherwise (49a)
C (n (s, x , t)) at the wall → ∇n (s, x , t) · n = 0 , (49b)
hich, for the drift velocity, is a mixed Dirichlet–Neumann bound-
ry condition based on the condition v i ·n > 0. If this condition is
atisﬁed then the droplets close to the wall have a velocity point-
ng into the wall, and we set the droplet velocity at the wall to
e equal to this velocity (i.e., the face-normal gradient of v i is
ero). If this condition is not satisﬁed, we set the droplet veloc-
ty at the wall to zero. The boundary condition for n ( s , x , t ) is of
ype Neumann, enforcing a zero gradient solution perpendicular to
he wall. At the discrete level we implement the uncorrected de-
osition boundary condition as follows: 
 i, f = max (v i,c · n f , 0) n f (50a)
 i, f = M i,c (50b)
f = ρc (50c)
here subscript ( · ) c denotes the cell centered value corresponding
he control volume of which f is a face. Eq. (50a) sets v i, f equal
o the face-normal component of v i, c if this component is positive,
r otherwise to zero. Note that (50a) always sets a vector at face f
nline with n f , discarding the components of v c orthogonal to the
ace normal. This can be done as the drift droplet ﬂux, expressed
y Eq. (11), contains the inner product with A f , making only the
all-normal component of v relevant. 
The uncorrected deposition boundary condition can lead to a
igniﬁcant overprediction of the droplet velocity at the wall [23] . In
ractice, as droplets travel from x c to x f , they decelerate. Longest
nd Oldham [23] proposed a corrected deposition boundary treat-
ent , employing the analytical solution of the droplet trajectory in
etween cell center and face center, assuming a linear decrease of
he wall-normal ﬂuid velocity to zero at the wall. Following their
ork, the equation of motion for the wall-normal velocity of a
roplet in section i , undergoing only Stokes drag, is given by [34] 
 t v i, f = τ−1 (u f − v i, f ) , (51)
here v i, f = v i · n f , u f = u · n f and 
= ρ
 d 2 C c 
18 μ
(52)
he droplet relaxation time. The mixture velocity, at the interval
 x c , x f ], can be assumed to linearly decrease to zero, i.e., 
 = − x 
δ f 
u c , (53)
ith x = (x − x f ) · n f the wall-normal coordinate, δ f = | x f − x c |
he cell-to-face distance and u c = u c · n f the wall-normal ﬂuid ve-
ocity at cell center. Inserting (53) into (51) yields a second or-
er ‘spring-damper’ ordinary differential equation for wall-normal
roplet position x , to which the well-known solution is given by
ongest and Oldham [23] . We can now determine the time t f at
hich x = −d/ 2 , i.e., the ﬁrst time at which the droplet intercepts
he wall. At this time the ‘interception droplet velocity’ v i, f ( t f ) is
omputed, and used as the value for v i at the wall: i i, f f f 
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Fig. 1. Left: a schematic overview of a computational volume with a wall face and the velocity boundary conditions. The cell center is located at x c and the wall face at x f . 
At the cell center the ﬂuid has velocity u and the droplets of size s i velocity v i . The wall has outward unit normal n f . The wall-inward component of the droplet velocity, 
v i ·n f , is shown in gray. Right: M i as a function of x near the wall. For drift the concentration M i at the wall is approximated as cell-centered value M i, c . The gradient ∇ f M i 
at the wall is approximated by the gray line working with M i = 0 at the wall. 
Table 1 
Chosen numerical schemes for the discretization of the indicated terms. 
Term Scheme OpenFOAM 
∂ t Implicit Euler [39] Euler 
u f , T f Linear upwind scheme linearUpwind linear 
Y j, f , Z j, f , M i, f van Leer limiter [40] vanLeer 
v i, f Upwind upwind 
∇ (cell-center gradient) Central linear 
∇ 2 (Laplacian) Central linear uncorrected 


























































R.3.2. Diffusional deposition 
We model a perfectly-absorbing boundary to approximate dif-
usional deposition. When droplets hit a wall they are absorbed
nstantly, and removed from the domain. Diffusional deposition, as
oncluded before, is driven by ∇n ( s , x , t ) ·n being non-zero at the
all. However, in the two previously deﬁned deposition boundary
onditions we set ∇n ( s , x , t ) ·n to be zero: the numerical treatment
f the drift deposition prevents diffusional deposition. Also at the
iscrete level we encounter this problem. Fig. 1 (left) sketches the
olution of M i near the wall. At the wall, M i attains the value of M i 
t the cell center, indeed showing no gradient at the wall. How-
ver, due to the perfectly absorbing boundary condition, we com-
ute the gradient of M i at the face in the diffusion ﬂux as if M i is
ero at the wall to induce diffusion transport towards the wall. If
e retain (50c) , then this translates into saying 
 f (ρM i ) = ρ∇ f M i = − ρc M i,c x f − x c at x f , (55)
hich is also schematically shown in Fig. 1 (left) by the gray line. 
Even though the discrete implementations are conﬂicting, we
se (50a) or (54) for the computation of the drift deposition ﬂux
nd (55) for the computation of the diffusional deposition ﬂux . This
pproach was also adopted in the drift ﬂux models of Xi and
ongest [36] and Longest and Oldham [23] , and proved to be suc-
essful. 
.4. Schemes and methods 
We implement our model in OpenFOAM, using the compress-
ble PISO (Pressure Implicit with Splitting of Operator) algorithm as
ocumented in [27] . Together with the transport equations for n ( s ,
 , t ) (discretized in terms of M i ), Y j , Z j and ρ as presented before,
e solve the Navier–Stokes equations for the mixture velocity u
nd the energy equation for temperature T , see [27] . In the PISO al-
orithm the continuity Eq. (15) is rewritten into the pressure equa-ion, using an equation of state, see [37,38] . In OpenFOAM we must
elect suitable spatial and temporal schemes for the discretization
f the equations. Table 1 shows an overview of our choices. All
iscretization schemes listed in Table 1 are the standard schemes
mplemented in OpenFOAM. 
. Validation of inertial and diffusion aerosol deposition in 
ent pipes 
In this section, we use our model and method to simulate
erosol droplet deposition in bent pipe geometries. For the descrip-
ion of the bent pipe geometry, Section 4.1 , we closely follow the
orks by the authors in [10,15,20,21] , all of which studied iner-
ial deposition in two geometrically different 90 ° bent pipes, each
perated at a different Reynolds number. In this section, we will
iscuss the bent pipe geometry and study the numerical ﬂow and
eposition solutions in terms of temporal and spatial sensitivity.
oreover, in both the diffusional and inertial deposition regime
e compare our results against data from literature. Finally, bent
ipe deposition for a large range of Reynolds and curvature ratios
s shown. 
.1. The bent pipe setup 
Fig. 2 shows schematically the bent pipe geometry. In agree-
ent with [15] , the inlet of the bent section is extended by a dis-
ance D , and the outlet by a distance 2 D , with D the diameter of
he pipe, as depicted. We retain this choice in geometry to allow
irect comparison with the results of Pilou et al. [15] . Following
ui et al. [21] we set 
 
 = r (56) 
R 
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Table 2 
Simulation parameters for water droplets 
carried by air at room temperature and 
atmospheric conditions. The ﬂuid velocity 
through the pipe is based on the Reynolds 
number. 
Parameter Value Unit 
μ 1 . 81 × 10 −5 m 2 /s 
ρ 1.1898 kg/m 3 
ρ 10 3 kg/m 3 
T 0 293.15 K 
D (Re = 100) 0 . 93 × 10 −3 m 
D (Re = 10 0 0) 0 . 93 × 10 −3 m 
r R  D /2 m 
U Re μ/( ρD ) m/s 
p 0 10 
5 Pa 





































Fig. 2. Left: schematic overview of the bent pipe geometry. The inlet extension has 
length D , the outlet extension length 2 D , with D the pipe diameter. The bent has 
radius r . Right: cross section of the O-type mesh, shown for Mesh C, with the in- 
ternal block of width D /5, number of internal square cells N s and number of radial 
cells N r . The color indicates the magnitude of the parabolic inlet velocity proﬁle. 
Table 3 
Deﬁnition of the used meshes with N s the number of cells for a side 
of the internal square, N r the number of cells in radial direction, 
G the linear grading factor in radial direction (indicating the ratio 
between the smallest and largest cell, with the smallest cell at the 
wall) and N t the total number of computational cells for R  = 7 . The 
‘no-bl’ suﬃx implies that no grid reﬁnement to the wall is applied, 
i.e., G = 1 . 
Mesh N s N r G N t x c / D x w / D 
A-no-bl 5 9 1 41.820 0.040 0 0 0.035858 
B-no-bl 7 12 1 104.720 0.02857 0.02988 
C-no-bl 9 16 1 234.549 0.02222 0.02241 
D-no-bl 11 20 1 459.459 0.01818 0.01792 
E-no-bl 14 25 1 922.488 0.01429 0.01434 
A 5 20 5 86.700 0.03568 0.007136 
B 7 26 5 211.344 0.02752 0.005503 
C 9 34 5 465.885 0.02108 0.004217 
D 11 44 5 944.163 0.01632 0.003263 




























i  as the curvature ratio, i.e., the ratio of bend radius r and pipe ra-
dius R deﬁned as R = D/ 2 . The Reynolds number is deﬁned as 
Re = ρUD 
μ
, (57)
with bulk velocity U . The Stokes number, expressing the ratio be-
tween droplet inertial time scale and the ﬂuid convective time
scale, is given by 
St = ρ
 d 2 UC c 
18 μR 
. (58)
where ρ is the liquid droplet density and d the droplet diameter.
Note that the Stokes number is based on R whereas the Reynolds
number is based on D , in accordance to [21] . The Peclet number,
introduced here for later use, expresses the ratio of convective and
diffusive droplet transport. It is deﬁned as 
P e = UD 
D 
, (59)
with D the size-dependent diffusivity, as given by (24) . In the bent
pipe geometry an important quantity is the Dean number, deﬁned
as 
De = Re √ 
R  
. (60)
The ﬂow ﬁeld in bends of circular cross section only depends on
this number, expressing the ratio of the centrifugal and inertial
forces to the viscous forces. 
Table 2 lists all values for the simulation parameters, based on
water droplets immersed in air at room temperature T 0 and atmo-
spheric pressure p 0 . In all simulations we set the Reynolds number
by specifying U , while keeping ρ and μ constant and taking pipe
diameter D from [15] . Simulations are essentially governed only
by Re and R  [41] . We set gravity to zero, such that gravitational
settling of droplets is neglected. In [15,20] it was concluded that
the effects of gravity were found to be relatively small for the two
studied cases in their work. However, in [21] it was concluded that
for the Re = 100 case the orientation of the bent pipe with respect
to gravity had an effect on the deposition results and the experi-
mental reproducibility. Therefore, in the Re = 100 case we will also
include gravity in our simulations for the inertial deposition vali-
dation. This will be clearly indicated. 
For the mesh, we apply an ‘O-type multiblock structure’ as was
done in [15] . The pipe cross section contains an internal square of
size D /5, to avoid very small computational volumes at the pipe
centerline, as would appear in a purely cylindrical mesh. The in-
ternal square is extended to the pipe wall by an enclosing cylin-
drical mesh, see Fig. 2 (right). Towards the pipe wall we apply a
boundary layer grid reﬁnement, such that in radial direction cells
at the wall are a factor 5 smaller than cells at the internal square.e introduce ﬁve different grids, A, B, C, D and E, each being a
eﬁned version of its parent with A being the coarsest. Also, we
eﬁne ﬁve non-graded grids, identical to the ﬁve graded grids but
ithout a boundary layer grid reﬁnement. In the pipe cross sec-
ion, the mesh is deﬁned by N s and N r , being the number of cells
panning one side of the internal square and the number of cells in
adial direction from the internal square to the pipe wall, respec-
ively. These two numbers are also indicated in Fig. 2 (right). Along
he pipe axis cells have a uniform spacing, chosen such that their
idth in axial direction is equal to the width in cross-sectional di-
ection of a cell within the internal square. The number of cells in
xial direction is a function of R  . Table 3 gives the values for N s ,
 r and N t for each grid. The total number of cells, N t , is indicated
n Table 3 for R  = 7 . The meshes are chosen such that N t roughly
oubles from one mesh to the next. This means that the typical
ell dimension x decreases roughly by a factor 2 1/3 . In that sense,
esh E contains cells only a factor 2 4/3 smaller in typical size with
espect to Mesh A. 
For the boundary conditions we apply the ones shown in
able 4 for inlet, outlet and wall, in addition to the uncorrected
r corrected deposition boundary treatment for inertial deposition
nd the perfectly absorbing boundary condition in the computation
f the diffusion terms. The ﬂuxes for the liquid concentrations fol-
ow directly from (11), and are computed explicitly. At time t = 0
e start from a quiescent state in which no aerosol is present in
he system. We use a distribution of sectional representative sizes
 i which is evenly spaced in log d -space, and ranges from approx-
mately d = 3 nm as the smallest size to d = 20 μm as the largest
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Table 4 
List of boundary conditions for each variable and 
boundary patch. ZG stands for ‘zero gradient’. 
Variable Inlet Outlet Wall 
Z (droplet) 10 −5 ZG ZG 
Y (air) 1 − Z ZG ZG 
M i M 0 ZG Mixed  
p ZG 0 ZG 
T 293.15 ZG 293.15 
u U  ZG 0 
v u (Un)corrected ZG 
 As described in Section 3.3 . 
 Parabolic velocity proﬁle with its maximum at 








































































































a  ize. We set a parabolic inlet velocity proﬁle with its maximum at
 U , for both u and v i . This proﬁle is ramped starting from a quies-
ent state u = 0 over the time interval t ∈ [0 , ˜  τ ] , with 
˜ = L 
U 
(61) 
here L is the centerline length of the pipe. The time ˜ τ is the bulk
ow-through time of the system, a quantity which we can use to
eﬁne the non-dimensional ﬂow-through time t  as 
 
 = t 
˜ τ
. (62) 
or t > ˜ τ the parabolic inlet ﬂuid and droplet velocity proﬁle re-
ains constant with its maximum at 2 U . 
.2. Flow solution 
In the work of Pui et al. [21] inertial deposition of aerosol is
xperimentally studied using two cases: Re = 100 , R  = 7 and Re =
0 0 0 , R  = 5 . 7 . These two cases were also numerically investigated
y Pui et al. [15] , Tsai and Pui [10] and Vasquez et al. [20] . We
ompare our ﬂow solutions against the well-established results of
ilou et al. [15] . 
Fig. 2 (left) shows pipe cross section lines C 1 –C 1 and C 2 –C 2 .
long these two lines we compute the scaled axial velocity mag-
itude, i.e., | u |/ U . Fig. 3 shows this quantity along C 1 –C 1 and C 2 –
 2 for the bend inlet (I), halfway the pipe bend (H) and at the
end outlet (O) for the Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 cases, computed
n the ﬁve reﬁned meshes, A–E. Also, the data of Pilou et al. [15] is
hown. For most meshes the results are very similar. Generally,
e ﬁnd good agreement with [15] , for all meshes. We see a no-
able change in the solution towards the literature data for both
ases as the mesh is reﬁned. This is in agreement with the obser-
ations of [20] , where the Re = 100 solution becomes effectively
rid-independent beyond 10 6 cells while the Re = 10 0 0 solution
ecomes nearly grid-independent for 3.3 ×10 6 cells. 
In this paper, we are in particular focusing on the accuracy of
he solution in terms of the diffusion and inertial deposition. We
ill present the assessment of the grid dependence of those quan-
ities in the next section. We conclude that our ﬂow predictions
gree well with data from literature. 
.3. Convergence of the deposition eﬃciency 
A relevant quantity in the study of aerosol deposition is the de-
osition eﬃciency η, deﬁned as the ratio of ‘that what deposits in
he system’ over ‘that what enters the system’. At the numerical
evel, we deﬁne the deposition eﬃciency for droplet section i as 
i = 
∑ 
f∈W i, f ∑ 
f∈I i, f 
, (63) ith W and I the set of faces belonging to the wall and inlet, re-
pectively, and 
i, f = 
(
φ f + φdrift i, f 
)
M i, f + φdiff i, f (64) 
he total ﬂux of s i -sized droplets crossing face f . Note that the
uxes contain the face f surface area through their corresponding
eﬁnitions (11), such that summing them over the sets W and I
epresents the numerical equivalent of a surface integral. In the
ectional formulation we can now, given a sectional distribution
panning some space in s , compute how η depends on the size s . 
Fig. 4 (left) shows the logarithm of the deposition eﬃciency as
 function of the logarithm of droplet diameter d . In this log-log
pace we recover a V-shaped deposition eﬃciency curve, where
he left side of the V is governed by diffusional deposition and the
ight side by inertial deposition. For small d the droplet diffusivity
ncreases, increasing diffusional deposition in turn. For large d the
roplet inertial time scale becomes larger and droplets drift away
rom the carrier gas trajectory, increasing inertial deposition. 
Our time-resolving algorithm allows to obtain η as a transient
uantity. It will take some time before η has, given the initial
ondition of quiescence, converged to its steady state solution.
ig. 4 (left) shows η as a function of d for six non-dimensional
ow-through times t  , computed using Mesh E. As t  increases,
he η-curves are seen to approach a steady state, for both meshes.
ig. 4 (right) shows how the minimum of the η-curve settles as a
unction of non-dimensional ﬂow-through time t  . For the Re = 100
ase, having a smaller Reynolds and Dean number, steady state
s only attained around t  = 30 , whereas the Re = 10 0 0 case con-
erges more rapidly. Also, an increase in grid density increases the
ransient time. This means that if the solution for Mesh E is well-
eveloped, so are the solutions on the coarser meshes, motivating
he choice to only show results for Mesh E in Fig. 4 . For the ‘no-
l’ meshes (see Table 3 ) the transient time amounts to less than
 ﬂow-through times (not shown in Fig. 4 ). In the remainder of
his paper all presented results are taken at t  = 30 , i.e., the bulk
ow was allowed to pass the complete length of the pipe 30 times,
efore recording the steady-state deposition eﬃciency η. This was
ound adequate, as at this time all curves in Fig. 4 (right) have be-
ome reasonably ‘ﬂat’, indicating steady state. 
Fig. 5 shows, for Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 , the deposition eﬃ-
iency computed on all ﬁve meshes, with or without boundary
ayer, using the corrected and uncorrected wall velocity bound-
ry treatment. The ‘no-bl’ meshes produce a deposition eﬃciency
urve very dissimilar to that of the reﬁned meshes with a large
rid dependence, clearly indicating the relevance of a boundary
ayer mesh. Considering the solutions for Mesh A to E, we see
hat the deposition eﬃciency is only sensitive to the mesh den-
ity in the bottom of the V-shape, where η has dropped to about
0 −4 . In the diffusion-driven left arm and inertia-driven right arm
f the deposition eﬃciency curve the results are close to grid-
ndependent. The uncorrected boundary condition gives, as ex-
ected, a signiﬁcant overprediction of the deposition eﬃciency, in
articular for the ‘no-bl’ meshes and for the coarser wall-reﬁned
eshes. For the corrected boundary condition the solution is much
ess grid sensitive, although for the ‘no-bl’ meshes the deposition
ﬃciency for Re = 10 0 0 around the bottom of the V varies notably.
oth the uncorrected and corrected boundary conditions appear to
roduce almost the same eﬃciency curve on the ﬁnest mesh E,
oth for Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 . 
To study the grid dependence of the solution quantitatively we




log η d log d , (65) 
n which  is the domain in d shown in Fig. 5 . This relation is
pproximated numerically by a simple Riemann sum over all sec-
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Fig. 3. Bent pipe steady state axial velocity proﬁles for Re = 100 (top row) and Re = 10 0 0 (bottom row), along pipe cross sections C 1 –C 1 (left column) and C 2 –C 2 (right 
column), at the bend inlet (I), halfway the bend (H) and at the bend outlet (O), each horizontally offset by 2 for better visibility of the proﬁles. From gray to black (—) mesh 
A–E are shown. The cross sections C 1 –C 1 and C 2 –C 2 are deﬁned in Fig. 2 (left). The data of Pilou et al. [15] ( •) is also shown. 
Fig. 4. Left: the Re = 100 deposition eﬃciency η for a range of droplet diameters d , shown at six non-dimensional ﬂow-through times (as indicated) for Mesh E. Right: the 
convergence of the scaled minimum of the logarithm of η in time, for Re = 100 ( •) and Re = 10 0 0 ( ), computed on mesh E. The value for η∞ is taken at t  = 30 . Both 























b  tions. Table 5 gives e for the ﬁve meshes. Also shown in this table
is convergence measure e , deﬁned as: 
e 2 = 
∫ 

( log η − log ηparent ) 2 d log d (66)
where ηparent belongs to the coarser parent mesh. e indicates
how, with each reﬁnement step, the solution changes in log-space.
Generally, for ﬁner meshes it is shown that e becomes smaller
in both the Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 case, for both boundary condi-
tions, indicating that the solution converges. This information can
also be visually distilled from Fig. 5 where the lines for Mesh D
and E are closer to each other than those of Mesh A and B. 
Fig. 6 shows scaled deposition curve integral e/e ref as function
of x w as given by Table 3 . The reference value e is taken as eref or the uncorrected simulation with boundary reﬁnement on Mesh
. From Mesh A to E x w decreases roughly one decade. The quan-
ity e appears to convergence to unity as x w becomes smaller,
ince the curves appear to become ﬂatter for small x w . 
Figs. 5 and 6 and Table 5 indicate that in most practical cases a
omputation performed on the reﬁned Mesh A using the corrected
oundary condition gives a numerically adequate estimate of the
eposition eﬃciency in the diffusion, intermediate (i.e., the bot-
om of the deposition curve) and inertial regime, which is already
ithin 10% of the deposition curve computed on the reﬁned Mesh
. Having established an impression of the numerical robustness of
he solution in terms of the velocity ﬁeld and deposition eﬃciency
oth as a function of grid density, the question remains how phys-
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Fig. 5. The grid dependence of the η-curve for Re = 100 (left) and Re = 10 0 0 (right), for all meshes as deﬁned by Table 3 , using the uncorrected boundary condition (top) 
and corrected boundary condition (bottom). 
Table 5 
Deposition curve integral e , Eq. (65) , and convergence measure e , Eq. (66) , for Re = 100 and Re = 
10 0 0 , uncorrected and corrected deposition velocity and for all ﬁve meshes. 
Uncorrected Corrected 
Re = 100 Re = 10 0 0 Re = 100 Re = 10 0 0 
Mesh e e e e e e e e 
A −8.0321 −8.6685 −8.2704 −9.7996 
B −8.1047 0.1003 −8.6045 0.1311 −8.2500 0.1027 −9.5519 0.4312 
C −8.2084 0.1039 −8.7509 0.1261 −8.2710 0.1101 −9.5210 0.1603 
D −8.3003 0.0862 −8.9282 0.1393 −8.3223 0.0632 −9.5393 0.1117 
E −8.3676 0.0613 −9.0832 0.1235 −8.3749 0.0515 −9.5682 0.0822 
A-no-bl −6.3214 −3.7847 −7.7941 −7.0371 
B-no-bl −6.6076 0.2059 −5.0040 0.6980 −7.8413 0.1403 −7.8298 0.4130 
C-no-bl −6.9363 0.2355 −6.0595 0.6248 −7.9229 0.1646 −8.4605 0.3314 
D-no-bl −7.1788 0.1788 −6.6810 0.3861 −7.9759 0.1648 −8.8041 0.1944 
E-no-bl −7.3997 0.1689 −7.1492 0.3029 −8.0362 0.1073 −9.0306 0.1420 
Fig. 6. Deposition curve integral e , Eq. (65) , as function of the typical scaled wall grid cell size x w / D , for Re = 100 (left) and Re = 10 0 0 (right), with ( ◦, •) and without ( , 
) boundary layer and with the corrected ( ◦, ) and uncorrected ( •, ) boundary treatment for the droplet wall velocity. 
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Fig. 7. Inertial deposition eﬃciency as a function of St for Re = 100 (left) and Re = 10 0 0 (right), computed on Mesh C using the uncorrected droplet velocity boundary 
condition and the ‘Full Stokes’ model ( •), ‘Full Stokes’ with gravity ( ) and ‘Manninen’s reduced Stokes’ model [32] ( ). Also shown are the predictions of Cheng and Wang 



















































































ﬂically accurate the deposition predictions are. We will address this
question next by investigating the inertial and diffusional deposi-
tion contributions. 
4.4. Inertial deposition 
On the ‘inertial side’ of the deposition eﬃciency curve much
research is already available in literature. Cheng and Wang [8] in-
vestigated numerically the inertial deposition of aerosol based on
an analytical approximation of the ﬂuid velocity in a bent pipe.
Pui et al. [21] presented experimental results, whereas Pilou et al.
[15] and Vasquez et al. [20] published numerical deposition data.
Fig. 7 shows our predictions in comparison with data of aforemen-
tioned authors, computed on mesh A using the uncorrected bound-
ary condition. In the inertial regime Mesh A already produced suf-
ﬁciently grid-independent results and is therefore the only mesh
shown in Fig. 7 . For both Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 we see good
agreement with [8,20] . Vasquez et al. [20] also adopted an Eu-
lerian aerosol model and solved the Eulerian equations for the
droplet velocity v (here referred to as ‘Full Stokes’ (FS)) without
introducing the local equilibrium approximation . Good agreement of
our predictions is therefore expected. Pilou et al. [15] also model
the aerosol drift in an Eulerian setting, but implement the local
equilibrium approximation for v (here referred to as ‘Manninen’s
Reduced Stokes’ (MRS) model [32] ) and include gravity. Our MRS
predictions including gravity lay close to those of [15] for both
Re = 100 and Re = 10 0 0 . For the Re = 10 0 0 case our results includ-
ing gravity are not shown as they lie very close to the curves with-
out gravity. Note that for the Re = 100 case gravity points in the
axial inlet direction while for the Re = 10 0 0 case gravity points in
the axial outlet direction, see [21] . In the Re = 100 case, for the
FS model the inﬂuence of gravity is small, as was also shown in
[20] . For Re = 100 our data shows a notable difference with the
experimental data of Pui et al. [21] . However, we have an ex-
cellent agreement with the model of [8] and the numerical re-
sults of [20] . In particular, the agreement with [20] underpins our
model and method which are closely related. The difference with
the experimental data of Pui et al. [21] remains unexplained. For
Re = 10 0 0 the agreement is much better. In general we conclude
from Fig. 7 that our predictions correspond well to the range of
literature data. 
4.5. Diffusional deposition 
For small Reynolds numbers or large curvature ratios (i.e., De
is small), the ﬂow through a smoothly bent pipe is very similar
to the ﬂow through a straight pipe. Fig. 3 illustrate this well; the
Re = 100 velocity solutions resemble more closely the symmetricarabolic Poiseuille ﬂow proﬁle than those for Re = 10 0 0 . In the
imit of Re → 0 or R  → ∞ (provided that the ﬂow remains lami-
ar) the aerosol diffusional deposition reduces to its straight pipe
olution of equivalent pipe length. Ingham [28] studied this prob-
em and found a convenient analytical expression approximating
he cross section averaged aerosol concentration as a function of
e and pipe length, given a uniform inlet aerosol concentration and
eveloped parabolic velocity proﬁle. Ingham’s expression, in terms
f η, Pe and pipe length L , is given by the series 











ith δ = L/D the ratio between axial pipe length L and the pipe
iameter, and coeﬃcients αk , βk and γ k given by Ingham [28] .
his η gives a prediction of the diffusional deposition eﬃciency of
 straight pipe. Ingham gives an approximate expression retaining
nly 4 terms and shows that this is of good accuracy. In arriving at
his result it is assumed that droplet diffusion in axial direction can
e neglected. This assumption is valid for Pe 1 [28] , i.e., when
onvective transport dominates diffusive transport. Therefore, we
xpect that for small Pe , i.e., for small droplets, the Ingham equa-
ion becomes less reliable. 
Fig. 8 shows the deposition eﬃciency, for Re = 100 and Re =
0 0 0 , and for a straight pipe with axial length equal to that of the
e = 100 or Re = 10 0 0 bent pipe geometry operated at equal con-
itions. A good agreement is shown between Ingham’s model and
he straight pipe solution. For d < 10 nm our predictions slowly de-
iate from Ingham as Pe starts to approaches unity. We see that for
ll displayed d there is a deposition eﬃciency enhancement for the
ent pipe case with respect to the straight pipe solution which ap-
ears to be quite uniform in d . This enhancement becomes more
ronounced as Re (or De ) increase. We identify two possible mech-
nisms driving this enhancement: 
1. Fig. 3 shows that the ﬂuid is ‘pushed’ towards the outer edge of
the bend where, in comparison with a straight pipe, more sur-
face is available to deposit, increasing the diffusional deposition
ﬂux. 
2. Due to the bulk of the ﬂow being pushed towards the outer
edge, the perfectly absorbing boundary condition may induce a
sharper gradient in comparison with the straight pipe solution,
also increasing the diffusional deposition ﬂux. 
We conclude that in the range of validity of Ingham’s model, we
nd good agreement with our numerical predictions of the straight
ipe ﬂow. For the bent pipe there is an increase in diffusion-driven
eposition. An interesting question that arises is how this deposi-
ion enhancement depends on the characteristics of the bent pipe
ow, as expressed by De , or Re and R  . We turn to this next. 
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Fig. 8. As a function of d the diffusional deposition for Re = 100 (left) and Re = 10 0 0 (right), computed on Mesh E (—). Also shown is the model of Ingham ( •) and simulated 
deposition eﬃciency results for R  = ∞ (– – –) i.e., a straight pipe, with a mesh equivalent to that of C . The gray area marks the region in between the bent and straight 
pipe solutions. 
































p  .6. Re and R  -dependence 
Even though we see a strong grid dependence of the solution
f log η, the solution is suﬃciently robust to investigate qualita-
ive changes in the solution as the parameters of the bent pipe
hange. We identify Re and R  as two such parameters, which we
ary by setting U and r , respectively. Our model is unique as it al-
ows predictions of both the diffusive and the inertial range within
ne approach. Intuitively speaking, increasing Re makes the ﬂow
ore small-scale but also reduces the ﬂow-through time. On the
ther hand, increasing R  makes the bend more gradual but also
ncreases the ﬂow-through time. These are opposing trends that
e quantify next. Fig. 9 shows the deposition eﬃciency for a range
f Re and R  , as indicated, computed on the wall-reﬁned Mesh A
sing the corrected droplet velocity boundary condition. 
In Fig. 9 (top row) R  is kept constant at 2 or 8, while Re isaried. On the inertial side of the curve we see a clear increase of e. For example, at d = 4 μm we see an increase of four decades
n η from Re = 100 to Re = 3200 . In the diffusion regime for con-
tant d the deposition eﬃciency decreases with increasing Re . From
e = 100 to Re = 3200 the deposition eﬃciency, for the smallest
hown droplet diameter, decreases roughly by a factor 5, for both
alues of R  . However, the residence time decreases by a factor 32.
his indicates that as Re increases, the diffusional deposition is en-
anced. This was also shown in Fig. 8 . 
For the results shown in Fig. 9 (bottom row) the Reynolds num-
er is kept constant at 100 or 3200, and R  is varied. In general,
he deposition curve is not very sensitive to the shown changes
n R  . An enhancement in the inertial regime is shown as R  de-
reases while in the diffusion regime an enhancement is shown
s R  increases, due to a larger droplet residence time. In general,
he effect of Reynolds number on the deposition eﬃciency is more
ronounced than the effect of the curvature ratio on the deposition
ﬃciency. This is also observed in [15,42] . 




























































 5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we presented a compressible Eulerian internally
mixed sectional aerosol model. We incorporated droplet drift and
droplet diffusion, in turn driving droplet deposition. We proposed
two boundary treatments for the sectional droplet number con-
centrations and drift velocity, to enable both diffusion and inertial
deposition. We introduced the uncorrected zero-gradient boundary
condition for the droplet velocity, and the corrected one, based on
the work of Longest and Oldham [23] . We validated the model by
means of simulation of bent pipe deposition. We found a numeri-
cally reliable solution on meshes with wall reﬁnement while using
the corrected droplet velocity boundary condition. In both the dif-
fusion and inertial regime we identiﬁed clear trends which agreed
well with literature. 
The sectional formulation was shown to have the ability to
model a polydisperse aerosol without requiring any assumption on
the shape or moments of the size distribution. We speciﬁed a uni-
form distribution (uniform with respect to the sectional concen-
trations M i ) spanning a droplet diameter domain of 2 × 10 −3 ≤ d ≤
5 × 10 1 μm where the representative sectional sizes where uni-
formly distributed in log d -space. In a single simulation the depo-
sition patterns and eﬃciencies were computed for this complete
droplet size domain, resulting in deposition eﬃciency curves as a
function of R  and Re . This feature makes the method extremely
useful in modeling of polydisperse aerosols. 
To validate the method, we compared against experimental and
numerical data from literature for inertial deposition in a bent
pipe geometry for two Reynolds numbers and bent radii. Gener-
ally, we found good agreement with the numerical predictions of
[8,20] , where, for the latter case, the ‘Full Stokes’ (FS) Eulerian
equation of motion for droplet velocity was solved, as was done in
our work. When employing the ‘Manninen Reduced Stokes’ (MRS)
model in the prediction of particle velocities we saw, for the low
Reynolds case Re = 100 and St > 0.1, a signiﬁcant deviation from
both experimental and numerical data from literature. Also for the
Re = 10 0 0 case we saw a smaller but notable difference. This en-
courages the choice for solving the full droplet equation of mo-
tion, instead of a simpliﬁed model as was done in for example
[15] . 
Our approach showed very good agreement to the analytical
aerosol diffusion model of [28] when applied to a straight pipe.
Only for very small droplets, where the Peclet number becomes
smaller, a deviation from theory was shown. This is to be expected,
since the analytical solution for pipe diffusional deposition is no
longer valid there. 
Having validated both deposition regimes, ﬁnally, we tested the
dependence of the deposition curve on the Reynolds number Re
and curvature ratio number R  . We used relatively coarse meshes
and discussed only qualitative trends. When increasing Re we saw
deposition enhancement. Also, a larger Re was shown to lead to
a signiﬁcant increase in inertial deposition. a ten-fold increase in
Re leads, for d = 4 μm, to a deposition enhancement of roughly
four order of magnitude. The increase in R  was such that the pipe
length increases as well. This means that, at constant ﬂow rate, the
droplets have more time to diffuse, indeed increasing deposition in
the diffusion regime slightly. In the inertial regime we saw a small
increase as R  becomes larger. 
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panies). ppendix A. List of symbols 
• In the appendix of the manuscript the following table is added:
Variable Description Unit 
s Droplet size kg 
x Position m 
t Time s 
˜ τ Bulk ﬂow-through time s 
τ Droplet relaxation time s 
n Droplet size distribution 1/(kg m 3 ) 
u Mixture velocity m/s 
v Droplet velocity m/s 
u  Drift velocity m/s 
D Diffusivity m 2 /s 
Y Vapor mass fraction dimensionless 
Z Liquid mass fraction dimensionless 
ρ Mass density kg/m 3 
p Pressure Pa 
ψ, χ Compressibility ratio kg/(m 3 Pa) 
f , h Flux kg/(m 2 s) 
k B Boltzmann constant m 
2 kg/(s 2 K) 
T Temperature K 
C c Cunningham correction factor dimensionless 
μ Viscosity kg/(m s) 
d Droplet diameter m 
λ Mean free path m 
N Droplet number concentration 1/m 3 
M Droplet number concentration 1/kg 3 
φ Convective face ﬂux kg/s 
φdrift Drift face ﬂux kg/s 
φ Total liquid face ﬂux kg/s 
φdiff Diffusion face ﬂux 1/s 
 Deposition face ﬂux 1/s 
θ Vapor-to-liquid density ratio dimensionless 
A Face surface area m 2 
A Face normal surface area m 2 
n Face normal dimensionless 
v Wall-normal droplet velocity m/s 
u Wall-normal mixture velocity m/s 
x Wall-normal coordinate m 
δ Cell-to-face distance m 
U Bulk velocity magnitude m/s 
D Pipe inner diameter m 
r Bend radius m 
R Pipe inner radius m 
g Gravity vector m/s 2 
η Deposition eﬃciency dimensionless 
W Set of wall faces dimensionless 
I Set of inlet faces dimensionless 
e Deposition curve integral log m 
e Convergence measure log 
2 
m 
x Cell size m 
R  Curvature ratio dimensionless 
Re Reynolds number dimensionless 
St Stokes number dimensionless 
Pe Peclet number dimensionless 
De Dean number dimensionless 
t  Non-dimensional ﬂow-through time dimensionless 
c Cell index dimensionless 
f Face index dimensionless 
i Section index dimensionless 
j Species index dimensionless 
∂ t Partial time derivative 1/s 
∇· Divergence operator 1/m 
∇ Gradient operator 1/m 
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